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Houses bulldozed in Nuh, Mewat



WideSpread destruction 
of houses and shops in Haryana

For quite some times, Mewat in Haryana 
has been witnessing series of moblynching 
and hate crime cases against the Muslim 
community.  Tragic cases like Pahlu Kahn’s 
moblynching and the more recent shocking 
incident of brutal murder of Nasir & Junaid 
highlight the great security threat to the life 
of the residents which reached its climax on 
July 31, 2023.
On Monday, July 31, 2023, a wave of com-
munal violence erupted in the town of Nuh 
region as a sequel to the ostensibly a 
religious procession called Jal Abhishek 
Yatra, organized by the Vishwa Hindu 
Parishad (VHP) & Bajrang Dal. As evening 
fell, the unrest escalated, and numerous 
distressing incidents of communal violence 
unfolded in Gurugram and Sohna. 
Tragically, this unrest subsequently spread 
to the neighboring region culminating into 
loss of seven lives and dozens sustained 
injuries, and property valued at millions was 
ravaged by an enraged mob. Miscreants 
also damaged 14 mosques and one 
dargah. 
The most shocking incident of attack and 
killing happened in Gurugram where 

Anjuman Islam Mosque was attacked and 
its deputy imam Maulana Saad was mur-
dered in cold blood and the mosque was 
burnt and its interior was completely dese-
crated and destroyed. 
Instead of restoring law & order and taking 
action against the actual culprits involved in 
arson and looting, the Haryana government 
launched on the evening of August 4, 2023, 
the demolition of houses and shops owned 
mostly by Muslims in Mewat, whereby as 
per Jamiat’s survey 300 houses and 246 
shops were razed to the ground.  In addi-
tion, arbitrary arrests of Muslims were made 
resulting into illegal arrest of 211 Muslims 
including women and teenagers. The 
arbitrary and illegal action on the part of the 
government was suo moto noticed by the 
Punjab & Haryana High Court, where the 
case is currently proceeding and govern-
ment in its affidavit reply has acknowledged 
that 283 structures belonging to Muslims 
and 71 belonging to the Hindus were demol-
ished. However, the government has taken 
the lame excuse of illegal construction as 
the cause of its action.

Loss of Properties 
as per Survey conducted by Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind

S.No. Region Bulldozed / 
Burnt Houses

Bulldozed / 
Burnt Shops

Other loss

1 Nuh 06 105

2 Nagina 38 08

3 Ferozpur Jhirka 114

4 Palwal 01 10
9 Mosques
3 Vehicles

5 Sohna 131 18 03 Mosques

6 Tauru 10 105 02 Mosques

Total 300 Houses 246 Shops 14 Mosques



In the regions where Jamiat is engaged in relief efforts, the toll 
on shelter and means of sustenance has crippled the poor 
population particularly due to destruction of their houses and 
illegal arrest of young and bread-earning members of the 
family.
Around 90 percent of the demolished homes and razed shops 
belong to the most impoverished families. In places like 
Jhirghat, Ferozpur, those who are already economically 
disadvantaged and reliant on agricultural animals and live-
stock have borne the brunt. Their already rundown dwellings 
were destroyed by government actions, resulting in the looting 
of their animals. Now left without homes and resources for 
their livelihoods, they find themselves exposed to the ele-
ments and forced to rely upon the relief provided by benefac-
tors.
As regards the shops, most of these were not large shops 
having pucca structure but rather small roadside stalls 
(khokhas), each providing sustenance to 5 to 10 people.  
There is another category of sufferers who worked as street 
vendors and their total business including their carts, goods 
and the entire capital has been lost. In addition, their thou-
sands of daily wage earners engaged in various common 
occupations such as vending, painting, tailoring, driving, and 
working in garages whose lives have come to standstill.

Extent of Damage 

Shop burnt by rioters

Shop burnt by riotersShop burnt by rioters

Mosque damaged by rioters

Houses buldozed by Administration



1. The people belong mostly to the lower income groups
2. Most of them are daily wage earners with inconsistent and meagre incomes.
3. The family sizes are large with the number of earning members in the family being 
less.
4. The level of education is quite low. 
5. There has been a sense of isolation for the members of the minority community.
6.The distrust between the two communities has increased tremendously.
7. The damage to sources of incomes has made them very vulnerable. Moreover, in few 
cases, people are also scared to go to earn if their work places have been close to the 
majority dominated areas.
8. Living under constant threats of illegal detention.
9. Facing economic boycott by the majority community.

Vulnerability of the Affected People 

Jamiat Relief Activities

A letter to Chief Minister

On 1st of August 2023, President of 
Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind expressed deep 
concern regarding the provocative rally 
orchestrated by communal elements in 
Nuh and the ensuing communal riots. He 
addressed a letter to Chief Minister 
Manohar Lal Khattar, urging prompt 
action against both the culpable police 
officers and those responsible for 
instigating the unrest.

Jamiat Delegation

Amid the widespread panic prevailing in 
Mewat and the blockaded roads, the 
President of Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind con-
vened a meeting at the organization's 
head office in New Delhi. He issued 
instructions for a delegation to promptly 
journey to Mewat to provide extensive 
assistance to the affected people. Thus, 
on the afternoon of 1st of August the 
Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind delegation set out 
for the riots affected area. The local units 
of JUH were also deputed to promptly 
engage themselves in providing relief 
and rehabilitation to the victims, where-
upon, Jamiat commenced relief and 
rehabilitation work under the supervision 
of its General Secretary for the riots 
victims.



Highlights 
of Jamiat relief activities till now

Transport of killed imam of Gurugram mosque 
and his family to his native place Sitamarhi, Bihar

On August 1, 2023 - In an 
effort to establish peace and 
order in the region, a central 
delegation of Jamiat Ulama-i- 
Hind has reached Gurugram. 
The delegation met with the 
fami l y  members  o f  the 
deceased Hafiz Saa’d and 
provided support during this 
difficult time. The body of the 
victim was sent to his native 
Sitamarhi with the assistance 
of Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind. 
Additionally, Jamiat Ulama of 
Sitamarhi has been directed 
to take care of the family.

Attack on Tablighi Jama’at Members 

In addition, the delegation ventured to Biwan village, where they met Abdul Razzaq Sahib, a mem-
ber of Tablighi Jamaat. Abdul Razzaq Sahib recounted an incident where their Jamaat was targeted 
by miscreants outside the Palwal Bazar Wali Masjid. During the ensuing turmoil, several members 
of the Jamaat took refuge on the mosque's roof, while Abdul Razzaq Sahib and two others 
remained below. The miscreants entered the mosque and beat them mercilessly. The police inter-
vened, relocating them to an undisclosed location before releasing them. Abdul Razzaq Sahib bore 
visible injuries but expressed gratitude for their miraculous survival.



Relief committee and legal panel formed 

On August 09, 2023 significant meeting of 
state and local representatives from Jamiat 
Ulama Haryana was convened at Madrasah 
Ubai Bin Kaab in Ghasera, presided over by 
Maulana Hakimuddin Qasmi, the General 
Secretary of Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind. During 
this meeting, an eleven-member relief 
committee was formed to systematically 
administer relief efforts, alongside the 
creation of a legal cell to facilitate legal 
actions. Concurrently, the restoration and 
renovation projects for Maulvi Jameel Wali 
Masjid and Shahi Jama Masjid Bara 
Khamba Wali in Sohna have been initiated 
under the aegis of Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind. The 
relief committee comprises Maulana Yahya 
Karimi as the convener, with members 
including Master Qasim Mahon, Qari Aslam 

Buded, Mufti Salim Sakras, Maulana 
Dilshad, Maulana Hasan, Hafiz Sufyan, 
Maulana Arshad, Maulana Sajid Palwal, 
Hafiz Ali Muhammad Palawal, and Qari 
Sajid. Meanwhile, a delegation from Jamiat 
Ulama-i-Hind extended substantial aid by 
distributing a month's ration among the 
Assamese labor families residing in Tauro. 
These families had endured the demolition 
of their homes and were now residing in 
tents on the land belonging to Sarpanch 
Ahmed Ali. Similarly, the delegation also 
visited Jharna Basti in Ferozpur Jhirka, 
where a heartrending demolition campaign 
led to the destruction of one hundred and 
fifty houses by the administration, rendering 
the inhabitants homeless.

Distribution of Ration for Riot Victims

The distribution of ration for riot victims in Mewat 
has been aimed at providing essential food sup-
plies to those affected. This played a pivotal role in 
ensuring that these affected population receive 
sustenance during the challenging times. 
The primary objective of distributing ration to riot 
victims is to offer immediate relief to those who 
have been displaced or affected by the unrest. This 
ensures that they have access to food and clean 
water, addressing their most basic needs.
Procurement: Ration items, such as rice, lentils, 
cooking oil, canned goods, and clean drinking 
water, are procured from various sources including 
donations. Total one month ration.

Total ration kits: 400 families 
(for one month)

Distribution of Plastic Tents

The Jamiat has extended support to displaced individuals by providing plastic tents, offering them 
shelter during these challenging times.

Number of Plastic tents: 50



Rebuilding houses for the affected families

Jamiat is unwavering in its commitment to 
the noble cause of rebuilding houses for 
individuals and families whose homes have 
been tragically broken or demolished by 
government actions in Mewat. In recogniz-
ing the profound impact that such events 
can have on people's lives, Jamiat has 
taken on the responsibility to provide them 
with a renewed sense of hope and security 
in the face of adversity.
Empowering the Displaced: Jamiat firmly 
believes that every individual deserves a 
safe and secure place to call it home. When 
homes are broken or demolished, it not only 
results in the loss of property but also 
shatters the sense of belonging and stability 
for those affected. Jamiat's commitment to 
rebuilding these homes is rooted in the 
belief that every person deserves the 
chance to rebuild their life after such a 
devastating experience.

Community Support: Jamiat's commit-
ment extends beyond the physical recon-
struction of houses. It involves building a 
support network and a sense of community 
among those affected. Jamiat recognizes 
that healing and recovery are not only about 
bricks and mortar but also about fostering a 
supportive environment where individuals 
can rebuild their lives together.
Jamiat is currently engaged in the recon-
struction of houses in two colonies. These 
colonies have been dedicated to honor the 
significant contributions of two former local 
elders from Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind. The first is 
Zafruddin Nagar, named in memory of the 
former president of Jamiat Ulama Delhi 
state Hazrat Mufti Zafruddin RH. The sec-
ond is Abdurrahman Nagar, dedicated to the 
memory of Hazrat Maulana Abdurrahim sb 
Budedvi RH, the former General Secretary 
of Jamiat Ulama Haryana, Punjab, and 
Himachal Pradesh unit.

Abdurrahim Nagar

Zafruddin Nagar



Restoration of 11 mosques 

Jamiat is deeply dedicated to the vital mission of 
restoring 11 mosques in Mewat that were tragically 
desecrated and ransacked by communal elements. 
These mosques were attacked, damaged and 
deselected during mewat riots 

Preservation of Religious Sanctity: Mosques hold 
immense significance in the lives of Muslims as places 
of worship, spiritual solace, and community gathering. 
The desecration and ransacking of these sacred spaces 
not only represent a violation of religious sanctity but 
also inflict emotional and psychological trauma on the 
affected community members. Jamiat's dedication to 
restoring these mosques underscores our reverence for 
religious spaces and our firm resolve to ensure they are 
returned to their original state of sanctity.

Symbol of Resilience: The restoration of these 11 
mosques symbolizes the resilience of the community 
in the face of adversity. It sends a powerful message 
that acts of hate and destruction will not deter the 
community from upholding their faith and 
preserving their religious heritage. 

Educational Initiatives: In conjunction with the 
mosque restoration project, Jamiat initiates 
educational programs of organized maktab to impart 
neighboring Muslim children religious education.

Names of damaged mosques 
being repaired by Jamiat

1. Masjid Lakkar Shah Sohna

2. Masjid Maulana Jameel Wali Sohna

3. Shahi Masjid Barakhamba Sohna

4. Masjid Gupta Ganj Palwal

5. Masjid Peer Wali Palwal

6. Masjid Rasoolpur 

7. Quraish Wali Masjid Ramnagar wali

8. Sarrafa Bazar wali Masjid, Gandhi Chowk 
Hodal

9. Sabzi Mandi Hodal

10. Jama Masjid Eid Ghah Hodal 

11. Jama Masjid Kaccha Bazar Towdu

With the blessings and guidance of Allah 
Subhanahu Taa'ala, we are grateful to report that 
we have achieved significant success in our 
mission to restore several mosques. These 
restored mosques serve as beacons of hope, 
unity, and spiritual revival in the community. 

Here are some of the mosques that have been successfully restored:

This Mosque, which had been desecrated and damaged, has now been fully restored to its original glory. The 
mosque's beautiful architecture and serene ambiance once again provide a peaceful place for worship and 
community gatherings.
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1. Masjid Lakkar Shah Sohna



This is a beloved place of worship, was among the mosques affected by acts of desecration. Through our efforts 
and the support of the community, it has been meticulously restored, radiating the light of faith in the hearts of its 
worshippers.

During today's Friday prayer on September 2023, a delegation from Jamiat Ulama-Hind officially reopened the 
Maulvi Jameel Mosque in Sohna, which had been targeted by the communal elements. The malevolent act had 
caused extensive damage, including to furniture, the flooring, light fixtures, and even a motorcycle, along with the 
ration supplies for madrassa children. The intent behind this reprehensible act was also to defile the sanctity of the 
mosque.

2. Masjid Maulvi Jameel Wali Sohana

3. Shahi Jama Masjid
Barakhamba Sohna

An integral part of the community, had 
faced unfortunate incidents of vandal-
ism resulting in broken fans on the 
exterior tin shed, as well as damage to 
the ablution faucet, bathroom gates, 
door glass, and more. Maulana Imran 
Muhammad Kaleem Kashif serves as 
the Imam of this mosque. Today, it 
stands tall and proud, a symbol of 
resilience and faith, welcoming all who 
seek solace in its hallowed halls.

4. 
Masjid Gupta 

Gunj Palwal

The restoration of this Mosque 
has been a testament to the 

community's unwavering 
commitment to preserving their 

religious heritage. Jamiat has 
been rebuilding this mosque.
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5. Masjid Peer Wali Palwal

Masjid Peer Wali Palwal: This mosque is under reconstruction. On the fatelful night, memebrs of Tablighi Jamaat 
was there. They are beaten mercilessly by the communal goons. They also torched this mosque and deselected 
holy books   

6. Masjid Rasoolpur 

This mosque was demolished in it entirety. Its tombs were broken and it interior wall peshab ghar was written. 

7. Quraish Wali Masjid 
Ramnagar wali Hodal 

This mosque was attacked and damaged. The imam and 
other members of the mosque have to take refuge in other 
places. The violent mob attacked outer and inner part of 
the mosques 
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8. Sarrafa Bazar wali Masjid, 
Gandhi Chowk Hodal

The Sarrafa Bazar Wali Masjid in Gandhi Chowk, 
Hodal, stands as a testament to communal harmony 
as it is located in Non-Muslim areas.  But this modest 
mosque, nestled in the heart of Hodal, Haryana, 
witnessed a dark chapter in the form of the Mewat 
Riots, when it was attacked and burnt by communal 
elements. Now Jamiat is rebuilding this mosque.

10. Jama Majid Sabzi Mandi Hodal

The Jama Masjid is situated along the old GT Road. During the riots, this sacred place came under attack, and 
unfortunately, it was desecrated. Mohammad Haroon, the trustee of the mosque and also a local cycle shop 
owner, found himself surrounded by an angry mob. Despite the perilous situation, he managed to escape 
unharmed.

9. Jama Masjid Eid Ghah 
at Hodal 

The Jama Masjid Eid Ghah in Hodal became a target 
for a violent mob attack, during which Idrees 
Pahalwan displayed remarkable courage in escap-
ing the clutches of the enraged crowd. Tragically, the 
belongings of the street vendors, known locally as 
"Pheri Walas," were set ablaze during the chaos. 
The mosque and its belongings were set ablace and 
ransacked.
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11. Jama Masjid Kaccha Bazar Towdu

The serene and historically significant Jama Masjid in Kaccha Bazar Towdu fell victim to a horrifying incident 
when it was brutally attacked by a communal mob. This heinous act of violence not only left a physical scar on the 
mosque but also deeply wounded the communal fabric of the region.
The Jama Masjid, with its majestic architecture and rich cultural heritage, had long served as a symbol of reli-
gious tolerance and coexistence in the area. It was a place where people from diverse backgrounds came 
together to pray, seek solace, and engage in interfaith dialogue. However, on that fateful day, the tranquility and 
sanctity of this revered place were shattered.
The attack on the Jama Masjid left the community in shock and disbelief. It was a stark reminder of the destructive 
power of religious extremism and communal hatred. The mosque's walls bore witness to the scars of the vio-
lence, with broken windows, charred remnants, and defiled prayer halls.

We remain steadfast in our commitment to 
continue this noble mission, ensuring that all 
affected mosques are fully restored and that the 
community continues to thrive in an 
atmosphere of peace and harmony. With Allah 
Subhanahu Taa'ala's continued blessings, we 
are confident that we will achieve our goal of 
restoring all the affected mosques and fostering 
a sense of spiritual renewal in the hearts of the 
faithful.

“



Distribution of Rehri (Carts) and Khokas to Victims of 
Communal Violence

Introduction:
In the aftermath of the communal violence 
that occurred in Mewat, the Jamiat, is 
deeply committed to aiding and empower-
ing those whose shops and livelihoods were 
ruthlessly targeted and ransacked by 
communal elements. We recognize the 
critical need to support the affected individu-
als in rebuilding their lives and regaining 
financial independence.

The Challenge: The communal violence in 
Mewat not only left emotional scars but also 
inflicted severe economic hardships on 
many families. Shop owners and small 
business operators bore the brunt of the 
attacks, with their establishments vandal-
ized or destroyed. This devastating loss of 
livelihoods left them in dire need of assis-
tance to get back on their feet.

Our Response: In response to this crisis, 
Jamiat has initiated a comprehensive 
program aimed at distributing rehri (carts) 
and khokas (stalls) to those whose shops 
were targeted and damaged during the 
communal violence. This initiative serves 
multiple purposes:

1. Economic Empowerment: By providing 
rehri and khoka setups, we empower 
affected individuals to restart their busi-
nesses and regain financial independence. 
This support is not just about immediate 
relief but also about sustainable recovery.
Preservation of Livelihoods: Many of those 
affected had their sole source of income in 
the businesses that were attacked. Our 
efforts ensure that they can continue their 
trade, support their families, and rebuild 
their lives.
2. Community Rebuilding: The revival of 
these businesses contributes to the revival 
of the community itself. It fosters a sense of 
resilience and unity among the affected 
individuals and helps in rebuilding the social 
fabric.

Implementation:
Distribution: The rehris and khokas have 
been distributed to the beneficiaries in a 
transparent and fair manner, ensuring that 
those in greatest need receive the support.
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Total Rehris: 103
Khokhas: 50



Legal Support

Jamiat is dedicated to upholding the princi-
ples of justice and defending the rights of 
individuals who have been wrongly accused 
and falsely implicated in the unfortunate 
Mewat riots. Our active involvement in 
offering legal support underscores our 
unwavering commitment to ensuring that 
justice is served and that innocent individu-
als are shielded from unjust prosecution 
and persecution.
Presumption of Innocence: At the core of 
our legal support efforts lies the fundamen-
tal principle that every individual is pre-
sumed innocent until proven guilty. The 
Mewat riots, like any legal case, demand a 
fair and impartial process to establish the 
truth. Jamiat firmly believes in upholding 
this principle and providing those falsely 
accused with the legal representation they 
need to assert their innocence.
Protection of Human Rights: Our commit-
ment to legal support aligns with the protec-
tion of human rights. Falsely implicating 
innocent individuals not only violates their 
rights but also erodes the foundation of 
justice and fairness. Jamiat seeks to safe-
guard these rights by ensuring that those 
wrongly accused are provided with the legal 
means to defend themselves.
Access to Legal Expertise: Jamiat collab-
orates with experienced legal professionals 
who specialize in cases involving false 
accusations and wrongful imprisonment. 
This ensures that individuals have access to 

the best legal expertise available to navi-
gate the complexities of their legal chal-
lenges.
Fair Legal Proceedings: We advocate for 
fair legal proceedings that adhere to due 
process, transparency, and the rule of law. 
This includes closely monitoring court 
hearings, providing legal counsel, and 
challenging any evidence or testimonies 
that are questionable or prejudiced.
Community Support: In addition to legal 
assistance, Jamiat offers emotional and 
psychological support to the individuals and 
families affected by false accusations. The 
emotional toll of being wrongly accused can 
be overwhelming, and our support services 
aim to alleviate this burden and offer a 
sense of solace.
Long-Term Commitment: Our commitment 
to providing legal support extends beyond 
immediate legal proceedings. We stand by 
the individuals we support throughout the 
entirety of their legal journey, ensuring that 
their rights are upheld until justice is right-
fully served.
In conclusion, Jamiat's active provision of 
legal support to those falsely implicated in 
the Mewat riots exemplifies our dedication 
to justice, human rights, and the protection 
of innocent individuals. Through our collec-
tive efforts, we aim to rectify wrongful 
accusations, restore the dignity of those 
affected, and uphold the principles of 
fairness and justice within our society.

Total arrest till now

334

Providing legal support

208 Persons
387 Cases

Total bail

150
(Till Oct 2, 2023)
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